Pricing

Banner Stands (Edgeworks VT)

Standard: $315+ shipping

Interchangeable: $450+ shipping (allows us to reprint different banners and swap them out later)

Online sites like Vistaprint have much cheaper options, but I cannot verify the quality. If we're running up against cost, they make work in a pinch.

Tablecloth (Edgeworks VT)

8' (eight foot) table with silkscreened logo: $264+ shipping

8' (eight foot) table with dye-sublimated graphics: $292 shipping (3 sides)

Canopy (KD Kanopy)

10x10, single color with a 1 color logo silkscreened on each side of the valance

$499-$849+ shipping - depending on the model

Partyshade, $499 Most economical, steel posts

Majestic 150, $749 Aluminum

Rack Cards (Offset House):

Quantity of 250: $240+ shipping

Quantity of 500: $340+ shipping

Quantity of 1,000: $500+ shipping